
 

ALUTRUSS SINGLELOCK Baseplate BPG-S1E bk Art. No.: 6021000H
GTIN: 4026397666922

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397666922

Weight: 0,33 kg

Length: 0.10 m

Width: 0.10 m

Heigth: 0.06 m

Description:

SINGLELOCK SP 1-point truss system
SINGLELOCK SP is a 1-point truss system made of aluminum. The individual elements are
connected via one cone, pivots and pins.

The advantage of the conical connection system is that the cone completely fits into the main
chord so that highest load capacity is guaranteed. The Quick-Lock system enables fast, efficient
and highly aesthetic assembly when the truss constructions are frequently assembled and
dismantled.

The main chord is made of 50 mm aluminum tube with 2 mm wall thickness and offers a good
relation between strength and weight.

SINGLELOCK SP is a stable truss system for higher loads and extended durability. This system
is mainly designed for intense use in stage installations, fair installations, event installations but
also for permanent installations in discotheques and theatres.

With SINGLELOCK SP, decorative frames with advertising signs, transmission canvas etc. can
be realized.

The documentation of this truss system is closely related to the Codes of Practice SQ P1 -
Truss Systems published by the VPLT/PLASA. The load table as calculation base can be
downloaded from the Internet before buying the product!
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Features:

- Trusspipe: 50 mm
- Made in Europe
- For application areas such as: Shop fitting; Trade fair construction; sports centres/gyms; Stage;

Rental

Technical specifications:

Trusspipe: 50 mm

Color: Black, powder-coated

Dimensions: Length: 10 cm

 Width: 10 cm

 Height: 5 cm

Weight: 330 g
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